
Unassessed exercises for Week 8-10: Solutions

MAT2008, Spring 2009

I. Duration:

1a) Differentiating the PV w.r.t δ, we have

PV ′(δ) = −
n∑

k=0

Aktke−δtk = −
∑

Aktk(1 + i)−tk = −D · PV (δ).

1b) Differentiating the PV w.r.t δ once more, we have

PV ′′(δ) =
n∑

k=0

Akt2ke−δtk = PV (δ)
n∑

k=0

αkt2k

where αk := Ake−δtk

PV (δ) . Note that
∑n

k=0 αk = 1 and the function x → x2 is convex,
so, due to the Jensen inequality,

PV ′′(δ) ≥ PV (δ)(
n∑

k=0

αktk)2 = PV (δ)(
n∑

k=0

Aktkeδtk)2 = PV (δ)[D(δ)]2

and the equality holds only if t1 = t2 = · · · = tn ( to be more precise, the equality
holds for all tk which corresponds to the non-zero cashflows), i.e. we should have
exactly one positive cashflow.
1c) The total PV of the portfolio and the obligation expressed in terms of δ is

PV (δ) = PVport(δ)− Le−δT .

The portfolio is immunized at δ = δ0 if

1) PV (δ0) = 0, 2) PV ′(δ0) = 0, 3) PV ′′(δ0) > 0.

First condition immediately gives the first equation: Pport = Le−δ0T := P and the
second condition implies the second equation, indeed,

PV ′(δ0) = PV ′
port(δ0) + TLe−δ0T = −DportPport + TP = −P (Dport − P ) = 0.

Thus, Dport = T . Up to that moment, everything follows the proof given in the
ClassNotes, but now the checking of the most complicated 3rd condition also be-
comes immediate:

PV ′′(δ0) = PV ′′
port(δ0)− T 2Le−δ0T ≥ Pport[Dport]2 − T 2P = P (D2

port − T 2) = 0

and the equality may hold only in the trivial case t1 = · · · = tn = T . Otherwise,
we have the desired strict inequality.

2) Since PV ′(i) = −(1 + i)−1PV (i)D(i), we have that for small variations ∆i
of the interest rate, we have the approximate formula:

∆PV = −(1 + i)−1PV (i)D(i)∆i = −(1 + 0.08)−1 × 5000× 10× 0.003 ∼ −140
1



2

Thus, the approximate new value of PV (at i = 8.3%) is 5000− 140 = 4860.

II. Bond price formula: find the inaccuracy.
a) If the yield of investor B is indeed 9%, then it coincides with the yield of investor
A for the whole period (also 9%). Then the eventual yield of investor A for the
period before selling the bond must be also equal to 9% (according to the equation
of value=bond price formula). However, the answer is 8%. Thus, there is a error
somewhere.
b) First, accurate computation gives price P = 91.68549 for the initial price for
investor A (which coincides with the answer in the ClassNotes up to rounding);

Next, let us calculate the yield for investor B solving the equation

88 =
100

(1 + x/4)40
+

8
x

(1− 1
(1 + x/4)40

).

This can be easily solved by MatLab and the answer is x = 0.0990. Thus, the yield
of investor B is close to 10% and is not 9% as stated in the ClassNotes. One error
is found!!

Finally, let us check the third calculation (the eventual yield of the investor A).
To this end, we need to solve the following equation

91.6854 =
88

(1 + x/4)22
+

8
x

(1− 1
(1 + x/4)22

).

Using MatLab again, we find the root x = 0.0814 which coincides (up to rounding)
with the answer in the ClassNotes. Thus, it was only one inaccurate calculation
related with computing the yield of investor A.

III. Immunization:
a) In order to have an immunized portfolio, we need to satisfy Dport = T = 7,
Pport = P . Recall that Dport is a weighted sum of mean durations of projects (=
mean durations of the corresponding bonds):

Dport =
PI

PI + PII
DI +

PII

PI + PII
DII .

Thus, the mean duration of the portfolio is always inbetween the mean durations
of its components. I particular, the duration of the portfolio is always larger than
the minimal duration of its components and smaller than the maximal one. By this
reason, the immunized portfolio must contain Bond B (the only bond with duration
less than the obligation time T = 7). Thus, we have the following list of pairs of
bonds which are appropriate for that purposes:

(A,B), (B, C), (B,D)

b) For the case of 3 bonds the situation is the same: the mean duration of the
portfolio is larger than the minimum of the durations of its components. Thus, for
bonds A, C and D, Dport > 10 and the immunization is impossible.
c) Let PA and PB be the investments in bonds A and B (at t = 0) respectively and
let P be the present value of the obligation (P = L(1 + i)−T = 500000× 1.06−10 =
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279197.39). To be more precise, Project I: investment of PA pounds in buying
bonds of type A; Project II: investment of PB in buying bonds of type B. Then,

Pport = PA + PB , DportPport = DAPA + DBPB = 10PA + 5PB

and the conditions for the immunized portfolio (Pport = P , Dport = T ) are equiva-
lent to the following system of two linear equations:

PA + PB = P = 279197.39, 10PA + 5PB = 7P.

Solving this system, we have

PA =
7
5
P − P =

2
5
P = 111678.96, PB =

3
5
P = 167518.43.

Finally, the number of bonds of type A and B which are necessary to buy are
NA = PA

Price of Bond A = 111678.96/110 = 1015 (rounded to the nearest integer) and
NB = PB

Price of Bond B = 167518.43/60 = 2792.
Please, do not forget about rounding! It is impossible to buy the non-integer

number of bonds!!


